Ultraviolet spectra obtained in the 1200-3200 A range over the course of 4 yr with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) indicate that the extended nebular features which resemble a jet in the peculiar variable R Aquarii (M7e+pec) have increased in excitation in 1985. This is indicated by the appearance of He II Al640 and N v AA1238, 1240 in the jet features and is consistent with the detection of soft X-rays, as found with EXOSAT in 1985. We have analyzed the emission properties of the compact H II region that surrounds the unresolved binary, and those of the extended nebular jet, from the low-resolution IUE spectra which we obtained of these regions. In particular, the UV line intensities observed in the jet appear variable on a time scale of -1.5 yr. A new accretion disk model is proposed that explains the kinematic and ionization properties of discrete components which comprise the jet emission nebulosity, the appearance of the jet in the 1980s, and morphology that uniquely characterizes the R Aquarii system at radio, optical, UV, and X-ray wavelengths.
I. INTRODUCTION
This investigation is concerned with determining the nearand far-ultraviolet emission properties of the symbiotic variable R Aquarii and its jet, in context with the observed radio structure. The radio morphology which characterizes the jet has been completely determined by high spatial resolution observations acquired with the Very Large Array (VLA) 2 (Kafatos, Hollis, and Michalitsianos 1983; Hollis eta/. 1986) . In order to determine the excitation properties of the H II region which surrounds the binary system, as well as the emission features which comprise the jet, we have obtained ultraviolet spectra with the International Ultraviolet Explorer · ( IUE) over the course of 4 yr.
Previous IUE observations of R Aqr by Michalitsianos, Kafatos, and Hobbs (1980) , Johnson (1980 Johnson ( , 1982 and support a binary model for this object. UV radiation from a hot subdwarf star and accretion disk photoionizes a compact H 11 nebula. The H II nebula engulfs the hot star and the 387 day period Mira variable. Previous IUE observations of R Aqr revealed the presence of moderate-excitation emission lines, which include C III], C IV, 0 III], 0 IV], Si III], Si IV, N III], and N IV]. Encircling the compact H II region is a filamentary oval nebula, which is -2' in extent, and oriented east-west in its major axis. The two intersecting arcs of the meniscus-shaped nebula are expanding with a velocity -50-100 km s-1 (Baade 1944) . Also,
.Guest Investigator, Internatioool Ultraviolet Explorer (ICJ.E).
2 The VLA is a facility of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, which is operated by Associated Universities, Inc., under contract with the National Science Foundation.
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oriented nearly north-south, an inner nebula which subtends -1' appears to be perpendicular to the larger, outer, east-west structure.
In 1977 Wallerstein and Greenstein (1980) detected a "spike" or "jet" of nebular material extending -6" northeast from R Aqr. The jet appeared to be the brightest feature except for R Aqr itself in integrated light (Herbig 1980) . Radio maps obtained in 1981 at the VLA in the "C antenna array'' at 6 em (limiting spatial resolution -4" -5") indicated that the optical emission was cospatial with ~tended radio structure (Sopka eta/. 1982; Spergel, Giuliaru, and Knapp 1983) , at a position angle -29°. Subsequent'hi.gher spatial resolution VLA radio maps obtained in 1982 at 6 em (Kafatos, Hollis, and Michalitsianos 1983) resolved R' Aqr into several discrete radio knots (features A and B; Fig. 1 ).
Recent high spatial resolution VLA observations of R Aqr have been obtained at 2, 6, and 20 em (Hollis eta/. 1985) and indicate that radio features A and B, which comprise the "jet," are cospatial with extended structure observed at optical wavelengths (Sol 1983; Mauron et a/. 1985) . Furthermore, the radio spectral index obtained for the central compact H n region suggests optically thick thermal radio emission, whereas the radio spectral index of feature B indicates optically thin thermal emission (Hollis eta/. 1985) . Solf and Ulrich (1985) obtained high-resolution optical echelle spectra of the inner north-south bipolar nebula, as well as the 2' east-west meniscus-shaped outer nebula. A review summarizing the major properties of the jet, and the general nebulosity which uniquely characterizes R Aqr, is given by .
In order to spatially resolve the central system and determine whether any marked geometrical asymmetry exists at KAFATOS ET AL. Vol. 62 greater resolution, VLA observations in the "A antenna array" at 2 em (limiting resolution -0':1) were recently obtained (Hollis eta/. 1986 ). Unexpectedly, the central H II region divided into two additional components (Hollis eta/. 1986) . The brighter of the two radio components is designated C1, and the fainter C2. Determining which of the two new radio features, C1 or C2, corresponds to the position of the R Aqr binary is difficult, because the exact position of the Mira variable in the optical is not known with subarcsecond precision. For example, the difference between the SAO position (SAO 165849) and the HD catalog (HD 222800) is about 2". Here we assume that the stronger of the two newly found radio features, C1, corresponds to the position of the Mira hot subdwarf binary. At their respective distances from feature C1 (compact H II region), component C2 is 0':5, component A is 2':7, and component B is 6':5 away from the position of the binary.
It has been argued recently that the newly found radio/optical features in R Aqr do not exhibit significant proper motion, suggestive of a rapid flow of material. Accordingly, the term "jet" is not appropriate for R Aqr (cf. Solf and Ulrich 1985; Taylor, Seaquist, and Mattei 1986) . However, Bridle and Perley (1984) note for extragalactic radio jets (with only one exception) that there is "no direct evidence for flow in any continuous extragalactic jet. " Following Bridle and Perley (1984) , we adopt three basic criteria which provide a working definition for jets:
1. "At least four times as long as it is wide."-The most extended feature, B, which is approximately 6':5 distant from C1, and -2':3 in its smallest dimension (see Fig. 8 ), yields a ratio of -3, in rough agreement with this criterion.
2. "Separable in high resolution from other extended structures."-The R Aqr jet is distinguished from the general extended nebulosity which characterizes the large-scale structure of the system, because features A, B, and C2, as well as the central compact H II region C1, emit at microwave and ultraviolet wavelengths. The surrounding and more extended east-west and north-south nebula emits mainly recombination lines, and is 'characterized generally by lower ionization species, with no detectable radio emission.
3. "Aligned with the compact radio core where it is c/osest."-Features C2, A, and B lie at position angles 55°, 45°, and 29°, respectively. Their positions with respect to the compact H II region (C1) suggests a continuous curve, or arc, reminiscent of "bent" or "curved" tails seen in extragalactic radio jets. Additionally, radio contours from 6 em VLA maps indicate bipolar morphology, with features A and N suggesting jet and counterjet symmetry (Fig. 1) . Accordingly, we adopt the term "jet" as applicable to radio/optical features of R Aqr.
Far-ultraviolet IUE spectra obtained of R Aqr over 4 years indicate that the jet features are steadily increasing in excitation. From our IUE observations in 1982, features A and B (Michalitsianos and Kafatos 1982) appeared lower in excitation compared with the central H II region. However, our 1985 IUE observations indicate that N v AA1238, 1240 and He II A1640 have intensified in the jet. These emission lines are weak or absent in the central compact H II region surrounding the binary. The appearance of these high-excitation lines suggests that the extended nebular jet features are continuing to increase in excitation, compared with the H II region, which appears nearly constant in excitation between 1982 and 1985. The detection of soft X-rays in the 0.25-1 keY range from R Aqr with EXOSAT (Baratta eta/. 1985) is consistent with the appearance of N v and He II emission. Moreover, our IUE observations support the suggestion that X-rays are probably emitted primarily from the extended jet features, where we have observed the highest excitation lines in the far-ultraviolet.
We describe our IUE data on R Aqr and the jetjspike which were obtained over 4 yr. Analysis of these data has led to a new model for the formation of the jet, which can explain the ionization and kinematic properties of the radio/optical features.
II. OBSERVATIONS
Our IUE observing program is summarized in Table 1 . UV observations in the SWP 1200-2000 A and LWP/LWR 2000-3200 A ranges were obtained in the large (10" X 20") aperture of IUE. The spatial extent of the jet has enabled us to isolate IUE spectra of the features that comprise (1) the jet and (2) the central compact H II region. We used 6 em VLA radio maps (Kafatos, Hollis, and Michalitsianos 1983) as a means of accurately positioning the IUE entrance aperture. In Figure 1 , IUE echelle spectra of the compact H II region (SWP 24811) and the jet (features A and B) (SWP 24810) are shown, with corresponding positions of the large aperture. In order to ensure that offset pointings for features A and B were repeated exactly for each epoch, the same guide star was used for tracking (fine error sensor [FES] position: X= 992, Y = 406; FES counts -44 in slow track). The dates of observatioR correspond approximately to the same spacecraft orientation in roll (-325°) and yaw as shown in Figure 1 . Thus, spectra at different epochs can be intercompared. Owing to uncertainties in extinction (Kaler 1981; Whitelock eta/. 1983) , the spectra shown are not corrected for reddening.
In Figure 1 we show three low-dispersion (limiting resolu- "In the 10" X 20" entrance aperture.
for SWP 24823 indicated that less than 1% visible light from R Aqr entered the slit. In SWP 24810, we estimate that 5% of the visual light attributed to R Aqr entered the aperture. Routinely monitoring the FES counts of R Aqr every 15 minutes provided means of verifying that spacecraft pointing errors were kept negligible during the 300 minute exposures on the jet. Note that striations perpendicular to the continuum in SWP 24823 ( Fig. 1 ) comprise a high-dispersion "ghost" image from a previous target. All absolute line fluxes shown in Table 2 (H II region) and Table 3 (jet) were obtained using the· extended-source reduction method involving sampling 15 pixel widths along the axis of the spectrum in the extraction process. However, because most of the prominent emission lines are not spatially extended, we have reextracted these SWP spectra using the line-by-line files, and recalibrated the data using the pointsource reduction process for 9 pixel point-source extraction. This was done in order to determine whether an excessive amount of background noise was introduced in the extendedsource method. However, a comparison between absolute line intensities obtained with the point-and extended-source method shows agreement within 3% for spectra obtained at both the H II region and the jet.
IUE observations of the R Aqr system were obtained over the course of 970 days on the dates shown in Figures 2 and 3 . Owing to spacecraft pointing constraints, and the nearly 1 yr intrinsic light period of the Mira variable (P = 387 days), scheduling of IUE observations coincided with either visual light minimum (November-December) or visual light maximum (April-May). The position axes defined by the lines joining radio feature A (p.a. 45°) and feature B (p.a 29°) with R Aqr were nearly parallel to the spectral dispersion. Spacecraft pointing constraints prevented us from orienting the axis of dispersion perpendicular to the mean axis of jet features, which would have provided both wavelength and spatial information in a single echelle exposure of the extended structure. Accordingly, multiple exposures were required (slit roll -325°) in order to isolate the jet features.
SWP 24810 contains contributions from both feature A and feature B. In addition to the emission lines which were detected in the H II region, N v "-"-1238, 1242 and He II "-1640 lines are also present (Table 3) . Si III] "-1892 in the jet is generally weak compared with the central H II region. The continuum appears diffuse and extended perpendicular to the dispersion. Furthermore, a number of emission lines are not cospatial with the continuum, i.e., they appear displaced relative to the continuum. This is most apparent for N v, C IV, and He II. In context with the 6 em radio morphology, the displacement of these emission lines relative to the UV continuum suggests that they are more closely associated with radio feature A. On the other hand, the diffuse appearance of the UV continuum in SWP 24810 at wavelengths A :>; 1500 suggests that the continuum is probably associated more with feature B, which is extended and resolved in the radio. We suspect that some of the lower excitation species such as 0 I, 0 III], and N III] are probably associated with feature B as well, because they are cospatial with the continuum.
The offset position of SWP 24823 completely isolated feature B, as well as feature A, from the H II region. The UV continuum appears weak and diffuse. Emission from C II, C III], and C IV, in addition to most (or all) of the lines detected in the central region, is present. Five weak and Table 1 ). Ultraviolet continuum is evident throughout the SWP wavelength range.
SWP-24810: A 300 minute exposure obtained on 1985 January 2. IUE slit positioned over the peak intensity contour at feature B. The spatial separation of features A and B of -3':5 is near the limiting resolution of IUE (-3") . The width of the continuum appears more extended perpendicula,r to the dispersion. Emission lines N v XX1238, 1242 (doublet not resolved in low spectral resolution), He II X1640, and unidentified emission at 1871. The presence of N v and He n emission at the intermediate offset position indicates that this region (feature A) has the highest excitation in the system, compared with the central compact H II nebula, where these lines are not detected. Accordingly, we believe that soft X-rays in the 0.25-1 keV energy range detected in 1985 with EXOSAT (Baratta eta/. 1985) are also emitted mainly from the material associated with jet features rather _than from the compact H II region.
A further indication which generally suggests that higher UV excitation conditions prevail in the jet as compared with the central H II region is provided by Si 11. In spectra obtained of the central compact H II region (SWP 24811), Si II l\l\1808, 1816 emission is evident but weak. Generally these Si II lines provide a good indication that moderate excitation conditions exist, i.e., T, -10,000-20,000 K Note that weak emission features at 1260.8, 1265.3, and 1532.7 A in SWP 24810, which we tentatively attribute to Si II emission, may indicate that higher excitation conditions exist in feature A. This follows because still higher electron temperatures are required to populate the 3s 2 4ses 112 ) upper level of Si II A1526.7 and the 3s 3 3deD 112 ) upper level of Si II l\1260.4, from the ground level (3s 2 3p) 2 Pi, compared with the moderately high temperatures that are required to populate the 3s3p 2 eD 312 ) level of l\1808. Even though the oscillator strengths for Si II l\l\1526 and 1260 lines are greater than Si II l\1808 by factors (Shull, Snow, and York 1981) of -42 and -174, respectively, the Si II l\l\1808, 1816 lines are more commonly seen because they intensify at moderate excitation chromosphere conditions. For example, at T, -50,000 K, Si II l\1265 can be stronger than l\1817 (cf. Jordan 1969). Accordingly, the presence of the Si II l\l\1260, 1264, 1533 emission in feature A is consistent with the higher excitation conditions, also indicated by N v, 0 v, and He n.
III. DATA ANALYSIS a) Emission Measure i) The Ultraviolet Continuum
We assume that the distance d to R Aqr is 300 pc, in rough agreement with Solf and Ulrich (1985) , who give d-200 pc. Our IUE observations indicate that the absolute continuum flux from features A and B is F>..-(1-2) X 10-14 ergs cm-2 s-1 A -1 at A -1500 A (see Fig. 3 ). We estimate that the two-photon continuum is dominant in feature B, while at 1500 A feature A contributes at most 40% of the hydrogen two-photon continuum. Adopting an average electron temperature ~ for features A and B which we base on the C II ratio, ~ ;::::: 15,000 K (see below), we find that about two-thirds of the total continuum detected is hydrogen twophoton emission, while about one-third is due to bound-free plus free-free continua if 40% of the continuum comes from feature A at 1500 A. ii) The Radio Continuum 1. Jet features A and B.-The emission measure can also be estimated from the VLA observations of Kafatos, Hollis, and Michalitsianos (1983) and Hollis eta/. (1985) . In the case of radio continuum emission, the UV continuum is not a sensitive function of ~·We find that and Combining the results from the two extreme cases of the UV and radio continuum, we adopt the following values of emission measures for features A and B:
n;L 2 IA -1.1 X 10 56 cm-3 (feature A), n;L 3 1 0 -2.4X10 56 cm-3 (feature B).
2. Central H II nebula features Cl and C2.-The radio observations indicate that the radio flux density of feature C1 is -6 times stronger than C2 at A = 2 em, i.e., most of the UV continuum as well as the radio continuum originates from feature Cl. The two features have approximately equal sizes, although C2 appears smaller, i.e., L 2 ::5 L 1 -0':4 and are separated by -0':5. The strongest feature C1 is southwest of C2.
The question arises whether feature C1 arises from a wind, in which case the density would vary with distance away from the binary system. Applying the formalism of Wright and Barlow (1975) , and applying the 2 em radio data of for a hot subdwarf wind, we find ( d = 300 pc)
where V 00 is the terminal wind velocity far from the star. For values of v 00 ranging from the observed 200 km s-1 (Johnson 1981) to a hypothetical 800 km s-1, which may be appropriate for the secondary star in R Aqr, as we have found for a similar system, RX Pup (Kafatos, Michalitsianos, and Fahey 1985) , we obtain 6X10-7 :::;M ::5 2.3x10-6 M 0 yr-1 .
Similar values of M-3.4 X 10-7 M 0 yr-1 ( V 00 -50 km s -1 ) are obtained for the Seaquist, Taylor, and Button (1984) model. In this model (see also Hollis eta/. 1985) the cool wind from the Mira variable is photoionized by the hot subdwarf.
Defining an average density in the wind as ne =
J n e( r) dV / V, where r is the distance from the star and V is the volume, and the limits of integration extend from an inner radius R; to an outer radius of the photoionized wind R
where n 0 = M/4'1Tvp.mH and p. is the mean molecular weight.
Any continuum (or line) emission is proportional to the emission measure, EM= J n; dV, where
Defining an "average" emission measure EM= n;v, we find ii LB -1.3X10i 6 em (-3"),
where L and neL are the path length and column density, respectively.
We note immediately the constancy of column density in features A and B, i.e., neLlA -neLIB· It is even conceivable that neLicz-neLIB-neLlA, given the uncertainty in estimating the exact linear size of C2 from VLA observations. For the foregoing, the electron density ne and linear dinlension L of the jet features are empirically dependent on distance r from C1 as follows:
Electron temperatures in the central H II region (C1) and jet, which is a mean of both features A and B, can be obtained with the C II line ratios /(;\2325)//(;\1335) (Hayes and Nussbaumer 1984) . These ratios for different epochs can be obtained from Tables 2 and 3 . Unfortunately, because we do not have L WP coverage for all epochs, the 2325 A intensity is unknown for some epochs, and must be interpolated. We find that the jet electron temperatures ~ are Our uncertainty in estimating ~ for both the central H II region and the jet is -± 1500 K. Thus ~ is the H II region appears constant over 4 years, with an average electron temperature ~ -18,000 K. On the other hand, the electron temperature of the jet may be increasing over the period of these observations. The optical line intensities (Wallerstein and Greenstein 1980) can be used to check the values obtained above for ne and ~· Even though the optical observations refer to an earlier epoch compared with these IUE observations, they nevertheless provide a check. A question naturally arises as to whether the electron temperature is different in features A and B. Because of limited observing time, it was possible only in 1985 January to obtain a third SWP spectrum of feature B at the extreme offset position. We find that emission from feature B is weak (SWP 24823; Fig. 1 ). We find that feature B can contribute at most 25% of the total emission from feature A and B combined in the lines of C III], C IV], and N III], and less than 10% in N v. Feature B could, however, contribute approximately 60% of the total emission from feature A and B combined in C II, and as much as 100% in Si II. These relative contributions indicate generally a lower electron temperature for feature B compared with feature A.
Different electron temperatures in features A and B could in principle be obtained from knowledge of the relative contributions of the C II ;\;\1335 and 2325 intensities from features A and B. From the present data, we find that 10 4 ::5 TB ::::;16,000 K, whereas ~ ~ 14,000 K. We also find that the extinction in the jet features is small, i.e., EB-v -0.2. This value obtained from the C II ratios is consistent with the values of extinction derived from the ionic abundance analysis. (Baratta eta/. 1985) . The EXOSAT observations cover the range 0.2-1 keV, i.e., a softer energy range compared with HEAO B observations of Jura and Helfand (1984) . This sensitivity difference may explain the marginal HEAO B detection obtained by Jura and Helfand (1984) , if the X-ray-emitting region is T*.:;;; 500,000 K (R. Viotti 1986, private communication).
e) Ionization Temperature

f) Ionic Abundances
To obtain the ionic abundances we use the method of Michalitsianos, K.afatos, and Hobbs (1980) and Kafatos, Michalitsianos, and Hobbs (1980 
g) Excitation and Elemental Abundance
With the procedure described above, we find that the extinction in the jet is fairly small, EB_ v = 0.2. Also, the values of n A are close to their solar values, except for silicon, which is underabundant by a factor of -10 compared with the solar values. This underabundance has been seen before in other symbiotics, e.g., RW Hydrae (Kafatos, Michalitsianos, and Hobbs 1980), and RX Puppis for both silicon and carbon (Kafatos, Michalitsianos, and Feibelman 1982) . In R Aqr, however, carbon seems to be normal. The depletion of silicon could be due to the presence of silicate grains that Johnson (1982) has deduced for the R Aqr nebula. The presence of SiO maser emission in R Aqr (Michalitsianos, Hollis, and Kafatos 1986) indicates that a fraction of silicon is in molecular form.
IV. DISCUSSION
T~mporal variations of the absolute intensities of N v, C IV, and He 11 are shown, together with the visual 387 day light curve of the Mira variable, in Figure 4 . The emission-line fluxes appear variable. Of the numerous UV lines observed from the combined emission of jet features A and B, N v, C IV, and He II exhibit the greatest amplitude variations, with C IV showing a factor of -2 and He II showing a factor of -6 variability, on a time scale of -1.5 yr. As a very conservative estimate, we take error bars on the absolute line intensities ·of 15% (cf. Sonnenbom 1984) for well-exposed emission lines. The intensities of the C IV doublet were generally ~ 160 DN, with 30-40 DN as the typical background noise level for 300 minute integrations. The signal-tonoise ratio in the IUE SWP camera for these emission lines at a given epoch is typically -4-5.
In Figure 5 we show the absolute intensities for the strongest emission lines observed in the central H II region (upper panel), and the combined emission intensities (lower panel) of features A and B (the jet components). A trend of steadily increasing flux over 4 years of the combined emission of features A and B is evident, particularly in the high-excitation lines of C IV, He 11, and N v (Fig. 4, lower panel) . A similar trend is also evident for othet, lower excitation emission lines, although not quite so pronounced, e.g., Mg II and C II. This effect is not observed in the central H II region (Fig. 5, upper KAFATOS ET AL. Vol. 62 panel). Overall, the absolute intensities of combined emission from features A and Bin N v, C IV, and He II appear to have increased by a factor ;:::: 4 over 4 yr. The long-term variations in absolute sensitivity of the SWP camera estimated by Sonnenbom (1984) of roughly 10% is small compared with this systematic trend. Thus this trend appears real. We note that possible weak variations of the 0 III] and N III] lines in the central H II region are observed. The C II A1335line exhibited a large change on 25 December 1983, but this may be due to a radiation hit in adjacent pixels, producing an erroneous intensity estimate (Fig. 5, upper panel) .
The absolute line fluxes obtained for the jet (features A and B) enable us to determine the electron temperatures for this region from § IIId, and to determine the appropriate emission measures from § Ilia. Using equation (5), we compute the ionic abundances NA,z· These are shown in Figures 6a and 6b, where we have assumed EB-v = 0.2. The ratios of ionic abundances are shown in Figure 7 . Note, that, for the case of silicon, our observations confirm a depletion relative to solar abundance (i.e., the Si ionic abundances should be multiplied by a factor -10). We have not shown the ionic abundances for the central H II region because T, could be constant, and the line fluxes are not varying significantly, i.e., we suspect that NA z is fairly constant for the central H II region (components' C1 and C2).
In Table 4 we show the relevant time scales for a cosmic [Oil]
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--~*****-.****** sional ionization coefficients of an element with atomic number A and charge Z (Kafatos 1973) .
The collisional ionization time scales are all very large except for neutral atoms. The recombination coefficients, however, are all short, ranging from -0.1 to 6 yr (they would be 3 times as large for ne = 10 4 em-3 , which would be more appropriate for feature B). These recombination time scales are comparable to the time scale of the line fluxes (Figs. 4 and  5 ) and the ionic abundances (Fig. 6 ) to return to their minimum values after achieving their maxima (approximately 1.0 .----....-------,~-------.------,-------- The heating rate of the gas in featurere A can also be estimated as follows: the cooling rate A-4 X 10-23 ergs cni s -l (K.afatos 1973), and the corresponding cooling time scale tc for a gas at T. -19,000 K and density ne-3 X 10 4 cm-3 is where tc -0.22 yr. The rise time for T. of features A and B is -8 yr, which corresponds to a heating rate H ~ A, and H-4.1 x10-23 • We find (Osterbrock 1974; Spitzer 1978 ) that H-(3/2)kT.an;, where a refers to the recombination coefficient and r. is the temperature characterizing the ionizing radiation. We estimate that T* should be -8 X 10 5 K, which is comparable to the value deduced from the soft X-ray observations. We conclude that soft X-rays could be responsible for the heating seen in components A and B.
We can compute the ionization degree of hydrogen, x (x = nif.jnH), from the equation of ionization balance, which is (8) where a and C are the recombination and ionization coefficients for hydrogen. Equation (8) is valid in the absence of a strong photoionizing continuum. We find that the solution of equation (8) after a time t -1.5 y r, for nH-3 X10 4 cm-3 (appropriate for the jet components) is x 1 -0.9. This result is fairly insensitive to the assumed initial ionized fraction X;. A strong photoionizing continuum would increase x above the value of 0.9. We conclude that collisions alone can keep hydrogen mostly ionized, and that the gas in features A and B is primarily ionized hydrogen.
The rise time of the emission-line fluxes and the ionic abundances can be explained if the photoionizing continuum source is intrinsically variable on time scales of -1.5 yr. On the other hand, if shocks are formed during phases of enhanced mass accretion, and transfer energy to the jet components, characteristic velocities must be -6000 km s-1 in order to explain the -1.5 yr variations observed in UV line fluxes, at the distances separating C1 from features A and B. Moreover, it is not clear how a shock could accelerate, ionize features A and B, and then decelerate, in order to account for the kinematics of the system (cf. Solf and Ulrich 1985) .
The binary system is believed to consist of a 387 day period Mira variable (mv = 6.5-11.0), and a hot ~tr-25,000 K subdwarf (Michalitsianos, Kafatos, and Hobbs 1980) . The H II region (primarily component C1) accounts for the rich nebular emission-line spectrum that characterizes the optical and UV spectra of R Aqr. Originally, we suspected the jet was formed during eposides of mass transfer, one of which took place in the 1970s, when the Mira variable and the compact hot secondary were assumed near periastron . It was assumed that mass transferred at super-Eddington rates results in the formation of a thick accretion disk, which produces a jet of collimated material, consisting of shocked parcels of gas which move at characteristic velocities -1000 km s-I, if they were expelled in the mid-1970s. Velocities of -1000 km s-1 have subsequently been shown not to exist (Solf and Ulrich 1985 ). An alternative model was proposed by Solf and Ulrich (1985) . The origin of the inner north-south nebula and outer east-west nebula have been interpreted from high-resolution echelle spec~ra as the result of two distinct ejection events, separated in time by 450 yr, the most recent of which took place 180 yr ago. In this model, feature B ("spike") consists of material which was expelled 180 yr ago, but became visible in the mid-1970s, when it decelerated as a result of local drag of the flow in previously expelled material. This, according to Solf and Ulrich (1985) , accounts for the appearance of feature B in the mid-1970s, its distance from R Aqr of -10 16 em, and the moderate heliocentric radial velocities of -60 km s-1 observed.
We note, however, that the cooling time for a few times 10 5 K ultraviolet-and soft X-ray-heated gas is -1 yr (for ne;;:;; 10 4 cm-3 ), which is small compared with the observed lifetime of feature B (probably a factor of 5-10 longer). From our most recent IUE observations, the ionization temperature of features A and B is steadily increasing, i. ~------.-----------~~~~-------.------------ emission detected in 1985 suggested that the rise time for T, of the jet components ( -8 yr) is long compared with the observed variability of the UV line intensities ( -1.5 yr). We are not aware of any shock deceleration model that can produce quasi-periodic excitation conditions, while at the same time providing a slowly increasing electron temperature. Finally, the distance of each jet parcel (C2, A, an,d B) from C1 is linearly dependent on position angle ). This suggests that the position of the jet components is highly dependent on the geometry of the system and the mode of expulsion ). Furthermore, it indicates that the formation of the jet components is probably not the result of chance encounters of differentially moving gas parcels in the inner north-south nebula (Solf and Ulrich 1985) .
We have revised our previous model in order to explain the origin of the jet features by including the latest optical, UV, and radio data. We propose that parcels of material expelled during outbursts are photoionized by a cone of intense UV and soft X-ray radiation, which is formed by the inner edge of a thick accretion disk. As in our original model , the disk becomes hot when material is transferred rapidly from the Mira variable to the hot subdwarf when the Mira fills its Roche lobe near, or at, periastron. A geometrically thick accretion disk formed during this transfer phase generates sufficiently high temperatures at its inner edge that most of the flux from the boundary layer I inner region is in the far-UV and soft X-ray energy range. The high column densities in the plane of the disk prevent X-rays from escaping in this direction. Thus X-rays would be more difficult to detect from the central H II region, if the disk is viewed nearly edge-on. This orientation is consistent with long-term variation~ of the visual light cycle of the 387 day Mira, which indicate that light from the Mira is partially obscured every 44 yr (Willson, Garnavich, and Mattei 1981) .
If components C2, A, and B were formed during successive outbursts of the system, feature C2 would represent the most recent ejection, which took place in the mid-1970s. A comparison between the radio flux reported by Johnson (1980) at 85 GHz and by at 1.5, 4.86, and 14.9 GHz ( extrapol~tting the observed radio continuum to higher frequencies) suggests variability in radio emission. This indicates that the outbursts which formed the jet took place after Johnson's observations. The intensified radiation field of the disk during this most recent periastron passage also caused ejecta from previous outbursts, namely, components A and B, _to brighten (Fig. 8) .
The moderate radial velocities of vR--60 km s-1 observed in components A and B (So1f and Ulrich 1985) suggest that mass expulsion probably occurs at the outer edge of the disk, where the escape velocities are relatively small, i.e., $100 km s-1 . Adopting a constant radial velocity for features A, B, and C2 of -60 km s -1 , and using the distances which features C2, A, and B have with respect to C1, which, respectively, are 0':5, 2':7, and 6'!4, we deduce that the individual jet components were expelled in the following order: feature B, 150 yr ago; feature A, 65 yr ago; and feature C2, 12 yr ago.
The ejection of feature A would have taken place in the early 1920s, i.e., about the time that P. Merrill recorded a spectroscopic outburst in the system. Component C2 would then correspond to the most recent ejection event, which took place between 1970 and 1975, which also coincided with a brightening of component B (Wallerstein and Greenstein 1980) . Finally, the ejection of feature B took place -3 orbital periods ago, if 1 orbital period of the binary is the time separating the ejection of features A and C2. Accordingly, 65 -12 = 53 yr is very roughly in agreement with independent estimates of the binary orbit period of -44 yr (Willson, Garnavich, and Mattei 1981; Kafatos and Michalitsianos 1982; Wallerstein 1986) . Our conclusions are opposed to the model of Solf and Ulrich (1985) , who propose a single ejection event forming the inner nebula -180 yr ago. Solf and Ulrich's observations, however, cannot provide any information on the structure of the jet at the sub-arcsecond level.
The simplest explanation for the -1.5 yr variability observed in UV emission lines of components A and B probably involves variations of the ionizing flux of UV and X-ray photons originating in the boundary layer /inner disk. The time scale of -1.5 yr may reflect a coupling of the Mira 387 day pulsation and mass transfer to the companion. This particular point is open to further investigation.
If radio components C2, A, and B are all illuminated by the cone of ionizing radiation, the cone must have an opening angle of 150° (Fig. 8) . This follows because the radiative cooling time for C2, A, and ·B is $1 yr. Accordingly, all three components must be continuously illuminated by the cone in order to explain their sustained radio flux over a few years and the recently enhanced level of N v and He II emission that we have detected in the combined emission from components A and B. This radiation field geometry is consistent with a thick accretion disk in the outer regions ( r -10 13 em) (Fig. 8) . We find that the inner region of the disk is thin (cf. Kafatos, Michalitsianos, and Fahey 1985) , so that h/r-0.01, where h is the disk half-thickness; this implies that the inner radius of the disk r; (cf. eq. [5] of Kafatos, Michalitsianos, and Fahey 1985) is where M 2 is the mass of the secondary and Td is the temperature of the inner regions in units of 10 5 K, i.e., the temperature deduced from the soft X-ray observations, and from the previous discussion (Td = T.) . A boundary layer of radius -r; would be several times hotter than the inner disk (Tb1/Td -5.8).
The disk would be considerably extended in the outer regions, where it is also quite cool. The disk could be the source of obscuration of the Mira, reported in the late 1970s from JHKL photometry, that suggests temperatures in the outer regions Td -1800 K (Whitelock eta/. 1983) .
The low opacity normal to the disk plane allows X-rays to escape in the broad polar radiation cones. A fraction of the incident X-ray flux intercepted by the various components C2, A, and B is absorbed and thermalized, and produces high-excitation UV line and free-free emission. Thus, the components scatter a small fraction of the incident X-rays toward the observer. Adopting a distance of 300 pc, we determine an observed soft X-ray luminosity of -10 31 ergs s-1 for R Aqr, in the 0.25-1 keV range, for a count rate All the jet components A, B, and C2 ejected previously are located inside the opening angle of the ionizing radiation cone (opening angle -150°). X-rays and UV radiation from the inner hot regions cannot be seen, because the disk is seen nearly edge-on.
of 5 X w-3 counts s -1 obtained with EXOSAT by Baratta eta/. (1985) . However, because the observed X-rays are mainly scattered, and the electron-scattering optical depth is small ( '~"es -10-4 in features A and B) the intrinsic X-ray luminosity of the disk could be high, -10 35 ergs s-1 (-25 L 0 ).
The accretion disk theory of Bath eta/. (1974) , Lynden-Bell and Tylenda (1977) can be used to determine the nature of the hot companion in the system. We find the following relationships for the radius R 2 of the hot star (assumed equal to the inner radius of the accretion disk, In relations (10)- (12), the "greater than" sign applies if the observed H II region(s) is (are) photoionized by an accretion disk, with a boundary-layer temperature Tb 1 , and the region(s) is (are) density-bound. Otherwise, the equality sign applies, and the H II regions are ionization-bound. N; is the number of Lyman continuum photons emitted per second, and the parameter f can be found from blackbody tables and has values f = 0.186, 0.7, and 0.9, for Tb 1 = 40,000, 100,000, and 200,000 K, respectively. The ionizing photon flux N; can be obtained from the Stromgren theory, and applied to the ionized components B, A, and C2, as well as the central H II region Cl. The Stromgren theory should also be applied to the outer extended meniscus-shaped nebula (r = 40", n. ~ 100 em-3 ; cf. Solf and Ulrich 1985) . From the nebular parameters of § III, we find that a total number of ionizing photons required to ionize the entire R Aqr nebula, assuming an average nebular temperature T, -15,000 K, is N; -7.5 x 10 44 s-1 (cf. Michalitsianos, Kafatos, and Hobbs 1980) . We assume that we have ionization-bound conditions, i.e., A, B, C2, and C1, and the outer nebula constitute all of the material involved in photoionization.
Next, we assume that the boundary-layer temperature is in the range 10 5 K :5 Tb 1 :5 5 X 10 5 K. The lower limit is consistent with N v and He II line emission in component A (and possibly component B; see § III), while the upper limit is determined from the EXOSAT observations of Baratta eta/. (1985) . We find that if Tb 1 = 100,000 K, then and M-3.6x1o-s M 0 yr-1 (assuming M 2 =1 M 0 ). Also, if Tb 1 = 500,000 K, then R 2 -4.5 X 10 8 em, Ld -Lb1 -22.2 L0 , M -10-8 M0 yr-1.
Unless the ionizing source is emitting a factor of -100 more ionizing photons per second compared with the value N;-7.5 X 10 44 s-1 which is required to ionize all of the nebular material, the secondary cannot be a main-sequence star. Therefore, it is likely a white dwarf or subdwarf.
The accretion disk becomes geometrically extended in its outer regions during mass transfer. The outer disk radius r 0 is -(1-2) X 10 13 em (see Kafatos and Michalitsianos 1982) ,
where the thickness-to-radius ratio is hI r -0.25, for an outer disk temperature of -1800 K (Whitelock eta/. 1983) . This extended, cool outer disk can eclipse the Mira variable at periastron, as it seems to have done in the later 1970s. Near the secondary, however, the disk is thin. Thus, for 10 5 $ Tbt :5 5 X 10 5 K, we find h 1 r -0.001 in the inner regions. The opening angle of the disk is -150° (see Fig. 8 ), and all the jet components easily fit inside the cone of ionizing radiation.
Because the density of the jet components is high, n.-10 4 em-3 , the corresponding cooling time scale is ::;1 yr. The sudden appearance of the jet in the late 1970s is explained in our model as a sudden increase in the flux of ionizing radiation from the accretion disk, which is accompanied by the photoionization of the jet components. Furthermore, the position angle of features A, B, and C2 (with respect to C1) suggests that the cone may be precessing. This point will be discussed further in another paper ).
Owing to the radiative cooling time, a photoionized gas parcel will emit UV radiation on a time scale comparable to that of the accretion disk. Accretion from the outer regions of the disk is characterized by a time scale given by t-t,-a-1 3.3 X 10 7 ( MdiM 0 ) 112 ( rl10 13 ) 112 ( Tl10 4 K) -1 s, (13) which is -10a-1 yr; t, is the drift time scale. Unless a -1, the dis~ will last for the entire orbit, which we have assumed is -44 yr (Willson, Garnavich, and Mattei 1981 ) . The inner disk would only last a-1 days, if it were not continuously replenished. We conclude that the outer cool regions of the disk continuously hide the central hot star, but that the ionizing UV flux substantially diminishes, and the X-ray flux completely disappears, when the Mira no longer feeds the accretion disk.
Acceleratio:t:l of the jet features can be the result of radiation pressure acting on grains. Dust grains would surely not survive in the inner regions of the disk, but should be plentiful in the outer, cool regions of the disk, where r 0 -10 13 em. The opacity of the grains could be as high as 300-1000 cm2 g-1 (Jura and Helfand 1984) . Supercritical accretion will, therefore, proceed at rates M ~ Me, for which Me-2X 10-8 ( R2110 9 em){ "gl300 c:ni g-1 r 1 M0 yr-1 , (14) where "g is the opacity due to grains.
We see that equations (11)- (14) give comparable values, which means that a moderate disk luminosity (Ld -10 L 0 ; see eq.
[12]) can drive the grains away from the outer, cool regions of the disk.
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Following Pearce and Mayes (1986) , the grain acceleration is given by {15) where {16)
In equation (16), Qpr is the radiation pressure efficiency, which at UV and X-ray wavelengths is -1, and is independent of grain composition (Gilman 1974); a 8 and p § are the radius of a grain and the density of grain material, respectively; and ne and T, are the gas density and temperature, respectively. Unless P, ~ G,, there is no acceleration. The minimum grain radius is thus
Because Ld ~ a few £ 0 , any reasonable grain radius allows acceleration to take place. If a q ::::;1 0 5 em-3 , the first term, P,, predominates over the second term, G,. In the absence of negligible drag by gas on the dust grains, i.e., D, « P" we find that the solution of equation (15) where K= 3QprLd/16wa 8 p 8 c, and To is the appropriate distance where grain acceleration begins ( T 0 -10 13 em).
The asymptotic value of expression (17) is r --+ r 0 -1 1 2 (2K) 1 1 2 • For values of K of the order of 10 27 cffi3 s-2 (corresponding to Ld -10 £ 0 , a 8 -2X10-5 em), we find that r--+150(T 0 j10 13 cm)-1 1 2 km s-1, which is a fairly low value. The moderate values of ejection velocities observed in the R Aqr nebula (Solf and Ulrich 1985) , v::::; 200 km s-1, are consistent with the grain acceleration mechanism.
Drag on the grains by gas particles will eventually decelerate the grains to a terminal velocity. Equating P, to D, in equation (16), we find the following condition:
i'T 2 -1.3 X 10 36 ( ne/10 4 cm-3 r 1 ( T,/10 4 Kr 112 cffi3 s-1 .
{18)
Setting an asymptotic velocity of the jet components equal to 50 km s-1 (i.e., 7=50 km s-1 ; cf. Solf and Ulrich 1985; Wallerstein 1986 ), we find that T-5X10 14 em, or ::::; 0':1, away from the central ionized region. This mechanism naturally explains the low velocities observed in features A and B. Even for· feature C2, for which ne-4X10 5 cm-3 , we find that a terminal velocity of 50 km s -1 is achieved at -10 14 em separation from the ionizing central H II region. At its present distance (T-0':5) from C1, this feature should be moving with a constant terminal velocity as well.
The accretion disk can form by Roche lobe overflow. Because the binary separation is a-2.5 X 10 14 em for a mass of the Mira variable M 1 -2 M 0 , and a mass of the hot secondary M 2 -1 M 0 Wallerstein 1986) , the Mira radius R 1 -300 ~ is about one-fifth of the Roche lobe radius. It is for this reason that Kafatos and Michalitsianos (1982) proposed a high eccentricity e ~ 0.8 for the orbit. Such an eccentricity would allow the criterion for Roche lobe formation (Haynes, Lerche, and Wright 1980) to be realized, a(1-e)-2R 1 • Wallerstein's (1986) observations indicate a 44 yr orbit period (see also Willson, Gamavich, and Mattei 1981) , with a velocity amplitude of the absorption lines of -7 km s-I, with moderate eccentricity, say e-0.3 (G. Wallerstein 1986, private communication) . One point, however, in Wallerstein's radial velocity plot does not fit a 44 yr curve. This is the 1965 point, and unfortunately no other points between 1950 and 1970 exist. If the 1965 point is valid, a shorter period and larger eccentricities are possible. Recently, Anandarao, Sahu, and Desai (1985) have analyzed the radial velocity curve of R Aquarii. They have included Johnson's (1980) as well as their own radial velocities computed from the Ha emission-line profile. Anandarao, Sahu, and Desai (1985) conclude that the most probable binary period is about 40-45 yr. Inspection of the figure published in their work indicates that the eccentricity is certainly not zero. It is crucial to obtain accurate radial velocities in the next few years.
Alternatively, the disk may be formed as a result of wind capture. Radio observations imply a mass-loss rate for the Mira of -10-7 M 0 yr-1 (Hollis eta/. 1985) . The disk requires an accretion rate M -10-8 M 0 yr-1 , implying that the secondary captures -10% of the wind lost by the Mira. This rate of capture may be hard to realize in a widely separated, circular 44 yr orbit. Even more important, a circular orbit with wind capture does not explain the episodic outbursts and ejections of the various jet components, which seem to happen at intervals that are multiples of the binary orbit (see discussion above). Therefore, we favor an orbit of moderate eccentricity (say, e::::; 0.5). Future, long-term radial velocity observations are extremely important to determln.e the orbital characteristics of the binary system. It may be that even with moderate eccentricities, the Mira loses mass to the secondary at appreciable rates, feeding an accretion disk which forms a hot inner region, when the stars are close to each other. The calculations of Haynes, Lerche, and Wright (1980) assume a static primary star. However, when the stars approach each other in a moderately elliptical orbit, say within -10 14 em, the radiation from the disk could enhance the mass-loss rate in the hemisphere of the Mira that is exposed to the ionizing radiation field of the disk. This could increase the accretion rate onto the secondary. A similar model has been proposed for compact X-ray sources.
Finally, the properties exhibited by the jet features can be understood if each parcel thermally expands while being slowly accelerated. Because the temperature of the jet components is -15,000 K, a constant thermal expansion would imply that the size L of each component is proportional to the time each parcel has been moving. Because features A, B, and C2 parcels move at a constant terminal velocity v, this time is rjv, i.e., La: r, consistent with observations. A constant column density (see relations [4] ) would imply that a particular grain opacity is favored for this mechanism.
V. CONCLUSIONS Long-term IUE observations of the R Aqr jet indicate the following:
1. There is a recent increase in the excitation state of the jet, as evidenced by the strengthening of N v, He II emission and the detection of soft X-rays.
2. The UV line emission from components A and B appears variable on a time scale of -1.5 yr.
3. The various jet components have densities and sizes obeying equations ( 4).
4. UV observations indicate that the temperature of jet components A and B is increasing.
5. All jet components were ejected at time intervals which are roughly multiples of the binary 44 yr period. The properties listed above can be understood by the model presented here. An accretion disk forms around the hot secondary. Ionization is provided by the hot, inner regions of the disk, although the disk is extended and cool in its outer regions. Ejection of the gas parcels takes place probably near periastron, in an orbit with moderate eccentricities. Radiation pressure on grains can easily explain the kinematics of the discrete parcels that comprise the R Aqr jet, for luminosities L -10 L 0 . The low expansion velocities which characterize the R Aqr nebula as a whole can be understood if radiation pressure acting on grains is responsible for the ejection process. The jet components remain visible in high-excitation UV emission lines and soft X-rays by scattering, as long as they remain within the ionizing cone of radiation formed by the thick accretion disk. Eventually, as both stars separate, we expect the UV and X-ray radiation to weaken, as the jet components become progressively faint in the optical. Figure  8 , which summarizes our model, refers to the system near periastron and near eclipse. Future radial velocity observations, both at visible and at UV wavelengths, should be carried out over extended periods, owing to the long 44 yr binary orbit. We suspect that feature A was ejected during the enhanced activity in the late 1920s, and component C2 corresponds to the most recent ejection event, having been expelled in the mid-1970s.
Finally, Kafatos and Michalitsianos (1982) proposed that the ejection of the outer extended meniscus east-west nebula may have been recorded in historical records of the Far East. From the low densities prevalent in the outer nebula, we estimate a kinetic energy of the outer east-west nebula in the range -2 X 10 44 -10 45 ergs, characteristic of novae and slow novae. Recently, Li (1985) proposed that the "guest star" of A.D. 1073 recorded in the History of Korea is possibly a description of the outburst in R Aqr that formed its extended outer nebulosity. If this is correct, R Aqr will afford us one more unique result, namely, the first recorded nova (more correctly, slow nova) with a counterpart record in ancient chronicles.
Higher resolution spectra with the Hubble Space Telescope will yield important information concerning the differences in ionization structure between features A and B, and could, in principle, allow independent estimates of T, in features A and B.
